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T

his research and development (R&D) is focused on developing methods and tools to enable nuclear power
plants to transition to a risk-informed predictive
maintenance strategy for management of their equipment.
This will improve economic performance and enhance
the financial viability of operating nuclear power plants.
The research outcomes will provide four main deliverables
that align with Light Water Reactor Sustainability (LWRS)
Program Plant Modernization Pathway goals [1]. These
deliverables include: (1) a demonstration of models and
technologies at a plant site; (2) the evidence of economic
benefits via detailed cost-benefit studies; (3) the technical
basis to address any regulatory concerns; and (4) technology transfer and integration of models and technologies
with plant systems to ensure online asset monitoring and
data analytic concept adaptation.

Figure 2. A framework
to scale risk-informed
predictive maintenance
strategy.
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R&D efforts focus on optimization and automation of
maintenance activities as an essential part of the industry’s
strategy for modernizing and sustaining the existing
fleet of operating light water reactors (LWRs). Specifically,
implementation of technologies to ensure scalability
across plant systems and across the nuclear fleet is
critical to the deployment of a risk-informed predictive
maintenance strategy at commercial nuclear power plants.
For this research, scalability is defined as expanding
capabilities of a target entity to meet current and future
application-specific requirements. ‘Entity’ in this context
is described as one of the elements of the suggested
framework shown in Figure 2. The elements of the
framework include data generation and governance,
methodologies, visualization, infrastructure, and
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Figure 3. A schematic representation of federated learning and
transfer learning approaches.

organization alignment. For description of each element—
or ‘entity’—of the framework, refer to [2].
This research is developing scalable predictive models, risk
models, and user-centered visualization techniques.
The scalability of the predictive models is based on the
concept of federated transfer learning [3, 4], as shown
in Figure 3. The concept focuses on: (1) developing an
individual component-level model using componentspecific available data sources; (2) consolidating the
knowledge gained from individual component models
for a given plant asset into a master model; (3) using the
master model for diagnostic and prognostic estimations
of the entire system; and (4) applying (i.e., transferring) the
master model for diagnostic and prognostic estimations
of a similar plant system either at the same plant site or at
a different plant. This concept is applied to Public Services
Enterprise Group (PSEG) Nuclear LLC-owned Salem and
Hope Creek plants with circulating water systems (CWSs).
The generation risk assessment of the CWS and its plantlevel impact is captured using a three-state Markov chain
process [5], as shown in Figure 4, where S0_ refers to the
operational state (i.e., all of the circulating water pumps
[CWPs] are operating), SD refers to the derated state (i.e.,

at least one CWP is not operating), and ST refers to the trip
state when at least three CWPs are not operating. In this
modeling, outage is not considered. The transition between
these three states is captured by the transition rates.
Here, λD refers to the transition rate from an operational
state to a derated state, λT refers to the transition rate from
a derated state to a trip state, μD refers to the transition
rate from a derated state to an operational state, and μT
is the transition rate that along with probability (p) can
either return the system to a derated state or to a fully
operational state. These transition rates are estimated
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a federated transfer learning approach. The approach
is accurate and computationally efficient compared
to developing machine learning models at each level.
Similarly, for the three-state Markov model. As a path
forward, this research will continue to refine both the
approaches and validate them. Also, predictive modeling
and Markov modeling approaches will be integrated with
an economic model to enhance the financial viability of
operating nuclear power plants.
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Figure 4. Three-state Markov model capturing CWS operational
impact at a plant-level.

using the PSEG Nuclear LLC-owned plant data. One of the
important aspects of this three-state Markov model is that
it can be used to develop a detailed two-state Markov
model at the component-level.
The research outcomes confirm it is possible to scale
machine learning models developed at a componentlevel to a system-level, and even to the plant-level using

Meet the New RISA Pathway Lead

I

am pleased to announce the new RISA
Pathway lead, Ms. Lana Lawrence, who will
be transitioning into the Pathway leadership
role, replacing the current acting lead, Dr. Curtis
Smith. The RISA Pathway has a focus on safety
and economics for LWR systems by developing
and demonstrating methods, tools, and data
to enable risk-informed margins management.
This Pathway supports the U.S. nuclear industry
in improving economics and reliability and sustaining the safety of current nuclear plants over
periods of extended plant operations.
Ms. Lawrence came from the U.S. commercial nuclear
industry where she worked as a consultant to assist multiple
nuclear power plants address their licensing and probabilistic
risk analysis needs. In addition to her industry applications
technical support, Ms. Lawrence worked closely with various
industry entities such as the owner’s groups, the Electric

Power Research Institute, the Nuclear Energy
Institute, and the American Society of Mechanical
Engineering. She earned a B.S. in Civil (structural)
Engineering in the Ukraine and a M.S. in Reliability
Engineering from the University of Maryland. Ms.
Lawrence has experience in various probabilistic
risk assessment modeling and application areas,
including risk-informed approaches for 10 CFR
50.69, detailed plant risk modeling, and riskinformed technical specifications initiatives. Ms.
Lawrence was also actively involved in multiple
post-Fukushima analyses associated with external hazards such
as earthquakes and flooding.
We welcome Ms. Lawrence to the LWRS Program in her
new role!
– Bruce P. Hallbert
Director, LWRS Program Technical Integration Office

